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This; inventioni'relatesto 
machine inswrhich, and .to a'im'ethod offdryinghy 
which, the drying“ potential of the. drying medium 

~ and the‘ contact of the‘. drying ,medium ,With the 

4<i~Claims. (Cl.- 344-33) 

a: drying ,rnethodzand ‘ 

materials orobjects: to be: dried may‘ beaccuratelyii" 5 
,. controlled and varied .accordingto thersize, shape, 
' moisture content, onthedryingcharacteristics of 
> suchlmaterialsxorl objects so. as .to. obtain- maxi 
- mum uniformity,speedand,ef?ciencyiinlthedry- - 

ingiof said materials and obljectsand toeliminateslf 
101', at least,»grcatly_ reducer-losses due: to damage 
- which :may- otherwiserresult from lack of control, 
l or from‘, improper‘control', of, anyrof , the, factors 

enumerated. _ - 

It tispof course,v appreciated that each class‘ 0E1» 
objects presentsminor.‘ problems peculiar to‘: it, 
butp-it. is I believed that‘ v the : accurate: control ; and 
adjustment of the drying; potential, as‘ Well as 

. its distribution according: tov the nature, .size, 
I shape and drying characteristicsiofthe objects 'to‘ai'zw 
'be‘ dried, are fundamental to, andunderlie, the 
"drying of most, if not all, kinds’ of objects or 
materials.- Therefore,-whi1e the invention is ap 

‘ plicable to theldrying. of all kincisioftimaterials 
and objects, it is especially valuable for therdry-j - 

. ing of.“ ceramics 'and ., other.- ‘ synthetic'zonnatural 

obj ectstl and‘ , materials Where? the rate“; at ,. which 
. theobje'ctsgorimaterialsrare driedza'nd where the 
‘uniform drying; ofv various‘parts of ‘such objects 
- and materialsiarercritical. , 1 _ 

Takingi ceramics-s as a : representative : example, 
it’ is‘. noted that the'rdrying-t of, this,‘ class of ob-' 
jects, prior to:‘?ring,i.presentsi exceptional di?i 

. culties. , This isdueitathesfact that a wetceramic 
-, or other: objectcontains :shrink‘age water‘ (which 
isrin the: nature‘ of a?lm of water‘disposed .be 

' tween the grains of'whichthe object is formed, 
and . the‘ removal ' of which causes the ,object- to 

~ shrink), and pore water (which-is in the nature 
, of'moisturel carried in’ the» pores» of the, grains; 
.-:and which remains in‘ thei'body of‘thefceramic“ 
object Lafter perceptible shrinkage has ceased but 
before the drying operation'has been completed). 
Asa ceramic “or other object is’, dried, evapora 

tion ?rst takes place at ‘the surface thereof, and, 
~ the'removalof shrinkage water-causes the grains 
"in the, exterior layer to~come1 closer, together, 
thus: shrinking, the exterior. of the obj ect.- Ob 
viously, if the‘dryin'g, and consequent shrinking 
of the exterior-of theobject israpid enough,‘ rela-.~~ 

" tive to theld-rying and, corresponding shrinking 
’ v of ttheinterior?thereof; visible "ori'invisible ‘cracks 

= may result, .or‘ deleterious:strainszmam beasetwup 
-‘.‘within‘t‘the‘body"ofrtherobjectl ' ' 

Also, wherr‘imdryingiiia ceramic:;obj'e‘ct,a.therex-q 

O 

l : 

v . , 2LT. 

terior of the object is driedtrapidly relative to 
the, drying of \thercenter» thereof, and, the : grains 
of the. exterior: layer: rnovev close together, the 
capillary network'within the interior of 1. the ob 
ject'lvv is . interrupted. I This makes-‘the center-to 
surface " diffusion; of; the: residuary- water (be. it 
shrinkagewater; orrporeiwater) .very_ slow and 
di?’icult and thus greatly retards the drying'proc 
ess: if cracking; and. other. defects are to be 
avoided. ‘ ,7 

This invention,v_.therefore,,still further relates 
to improved-i apparatus for, and method of , drying 
ceramic» obj ects: at a relatively rapid .rate,» while 
eliminating ori' greatly reducing .. development _, of 
crackscand otherdefects; , ‘ 

Ceramics shave heretoforeubeen dried-by, means 
- ofldifierent kindszofdriers andnaccordingto, dif 
' ferentyprocessesone of which is, a. continuous 
. ‘process idryinggcarried out. in a ‘tunnel-type -ma 
chinezzl Inwthiswtype orrdryingg, the objects to be 
driedareplaced in-orv propelled; .throughpan en 
closureofl the: desiredlength,v and. are subjected 
to the continuous action-10f, a,?uid drying me 
,dium,n.,such asgair, havingstherdesired heat’. and 
moisture content“. ‘An. example. of. this,» type. of 

., drying isi-oneginwh-ichgthe, drying, medium is; dis 

. charged, under more , or; less. pressures from‘ one 
_ ori morenozzlesllocated in ornear the plane-70f 
one :of . thevertical .side Wallsof the: enclosure. 
By? this .7 arrangement,“ the proximal side of» the 

, 0bject,thatis,‘ the sidethereof iacingthelnozzles, 
-_ willrbesubjected to'the predetermined drying ' 
potential ofthe-dryingimedium as it emanates 

I fromlthe‘ nozzles, ,while- the-distal side oflthe ob 
,jectwill besubjectedtothe drying medium after 
its dryingpotential. has been reduced by-contact 
of, the drying, medium {with the, proximal side. of 

, theobject.v Obviously; theroppositezsides ofthe 

i 40 

object cannottbewsimultaneously uniformly- dried, 
‘and if , cracking andother damage is to-be avoided, 
anobject so-driedmustbedried at avery slow 
rate and,- hence, ine?iciently and at-an increased 

a cost. . ‘ 

Thisvinvention, therefore; still further relates 
,ito, an improved» continuous or non-continuous 
chamber, or tunnel-type, drier in'which the dry 
ing-medium can always be applied directly to’ at 

_‘ least twoqor three sidesof'an‘ object to- ‘be-dried. 
- , such,‘ forj‘example; totthe-zsides and top, or:v to , the 

z-bcttomé" and/or: sides oftan object whereby; all 
7 .parts toflsaidzobjecttmayy be dried with 'su?‘icient 
. uniformity; so * asl'rtoceliminatell- or:v greatly reduce 

I thedevelopmentcof cracks. and other<defectst 
The'adii?culties rabove', suggestedlvare especially 

acute: innthe casersofrobjects having..- non.-sym— 
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metrical contours, because, if such objects were 
dried according to conventional practice, and at 
a rate consistent with e?icient operation, consid 
erable losses would be incurred due to cracking or 
other defects resulting from non-uniform drying 
of such objects. If the drying operation is slowed 
down enough to prevent or reduce losses due to 
cracking, strains, etc., there will be considerable 
increase in costs duev to inefficient operation of 
the drying apparatus. 

This invention, therefore, still further relates 
to an improved, tunnel-type, drying apparatus, 
whereby non-symmetrical ceramic and other ob 
jects can be uniformly dried at a rate consistent 
with ef?cient operation of the apparatus while 
eliminating or reducing cracking and other de 
fectives. . _ ~ 

These and other objects are attained by this 
invention as set forth in the following speci? 
cation and as illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 

Fig. l is a fragmentary and diagrammatic top 
plan view of a drying machine embodying the 

’ invention. 

Fig. 2 is a side elevational view of the machine 
looking in the direction of line 2—2 on Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional view taken on line 
3—3 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary view looking 
in the direction of line 4—~4 on Fig. 3. 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary view looking 
in the direction of line 5—5 on Fig. 3. 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged, fragmentary view looking 
' in the direction of line 6-6 on Fig. 2. 

Fig. '7 is a diagrammatic view looking in the 
' direction of line 1-1 on Fig. 3, illustrating the 
manner in which the flow of air is reversed rela 
tive to the objects being dried according to the 
improved method forming part of the invention. 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary enlargement showing 
details of construction of the air nozzles. 

Fig. 9 is an enlarged fragmentary view, show 
“ ing details of construction. 

Fig. 10 is a top plan view of Fig. 9 looking‘in 
'- the direction of line Ill-I0 on Fig. 9. 

In the drawings, and as shown in Fig. 1, there 
_“ is illustrated a tunnel-type ‘drying machine com 
~ posed of a plurality of sections or self-contained 
" units A, B, C, etc. 

" wall structure de?ning a drying chamber III, a 
a source of heat [2 and a variable pitch, reversible 

‘ 3 blade blower l4 for drawing or blowing air over 
? or through the source of heat and circulating the 
" air through the drying chamber. 
" conceivable that any single unit can be used in 

Each of the units includes a 

While it is 

dependently, it is the practice, in order to take 
advantage of continuous process operation, to 

' use a plurality of sections A, B, C, etc., placed in 
\ alignment so as to form a tunnel of the desired 
: length. The sections A, B,>C, etc., may each 
'j comprise a single drying chamber I0, so as to 
-'forma single-lane tunnel, or, preferably, each 
section will have a plurality of drying chambers 
l0 and l0a, etc., disposed side by side to form a 

' multi-lane tunnel, as best shown in Figs. 1 and 3. 
' Extending through each lane of the tunnel is 
a monorail I6_ on which travels pendant racks l8. 

~' Each rack [8 preferably carries a plurality of 
‘l superimposed perforated trays or the like 2:: and 
' 2i for carrying ceramic or other objects 22 and 

T 23 to be dried. At the opposite ends of the tun 
nel, there are provided vacant chambers 24 and 
26 which are closed by hinged doors 21, and 
through which ‘racks may be ‘fed into, or with 

- drawn from the adjacent tunnel chambers with 
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minimum loss of heat. For example, if it is as~ 
sumed that the racks [8 move from left to right 
as viewed in Fig. 1, the chamber 24 at the feed 
end of the tunnel and the chamber 26 will be at 
the discharge or delivery end of the tunnel. 
The pendant racks 18 may be driven through 

the tunnel by any suitable means, but in the pre 
ferred form disclosed, each of the lanes I0 and 
Illa of the tunnel is-provided with a worm 30 
which is driven by a source of power, such as a 
motor M, and each of the racks is provided with 
a pair of shoes 32 which are threaded and shaped 
to engage the upper portion of the worm so as to 
propel the racks along the monorail when the 
worm is turned. Since the rate of movement de 
pends on the pitch of the worm thread and/or 
on the speed or rotation of the worm, the rate 
of movement of the racks I8 may be regulated 

' as desired. 

When the tunnel is relatively short, the worm 
may be made in one piece, but, when the tunnel 
is long, the worm preferably is made in sections 
joined together, or if it is in one piece, the thread 
is interrupted at intervals and the Worm is sup 
ported at these intervals by means of journal 
bearings 33 carried by pedestals 34, as shown in 
Fig. 2. It will be noted that the journal bear 
ings are slightly below the axis of the worm and 
that the gearing 35, intermediate the worm and 
the shaft of the motor M, is likewise below the 
worm. Since the shoes 32 engage only the upper 
portion of the worm and since the journal bear 
ings engage only the lower portions of the worm, 
the provision of the bearings does not interfere 
with the progress of the racks l8 along the 
monorail. It will be noted that the shoes 32 are 
spaced so that each rack has one shoe near its 
leading edge and the other shoe near the trail 
ing edge thereof. By this-arrangement, added 
stability is attained and the racks are contin 
uously propelled because, as the leading end of 
a rack is passing over one of the journal bear 
ings, the rack will continue to be, propelled by 
the shoe at the trailing end thereof, and vice 
versa. 7 

'In order to expedite loading and unloading, 
' means has been provided for readily engaging the 
shoes 32 with, and disengaging them from, the 

" ‘Worm so as to permit quick feeding of the racks 

55 

into and quick withdrawal of the racks from the 
chambers 24 and 26, respectively. In other words, 
if the doors at the feed or delivery end of the 
machine are to be opened, and kept open, while 
the racks are slowly moved into or out of the feed 
and delivery chambers of the tunnel by the 

- action of the worm, there will be considerable 

60 

- carry the shoes. 

to the dotted-line position of Fig. 6, the shoes are 65 

70 

loss of heat and time. But, by providing means 
for disengaging the shoes 32 from the worm, the 
racks can be rapidly placed in the loading cham 
ber 24 and can equally rapidly be removed from 
the unloading chamber 26. This means, as best 
shown in Fig. '6, includes a lever 40, which is ful 
crumed at 42 and pivoted at 44 to arms 46, which 

When the lever 40 is depressed 

raised out of engagement with the worm. There 
fore, when loading the tunnel, the accessible lever 
40 on any given rack is depressed to raise the 
shoes 32, the rack is placed on the monorail and 
pushed into the feed chamber 24 as far as there 
is room, and‘ the lever 40 is then raised to lower 

’ the shoes 32 into engagement with the worm to 
' cause the rack to be propelled by the worm. Sim 
ilarly, when the racks reach the delivery cham 
ber v26, theshoes 32 are disengaged, andthe 



:racks‘j‘areijqui'c‘ldy"pulled;o?‘thefmo'ndrail. In 
other "words; the‘ levers‘ for? engaging and’ disen 
gaging the 'shloeslon'v any: rack‘ are; connected" in 
‘tandem ‘so- that? by operatingltheilever’ 46 at the 
leading‘, or at thejtrailing; end?of‘a rack, both of 5 
the'shoes carried by‘ said: rack are ‘actuated. ' This 
permitsdisengagement'of the shoe at the ‘trailing 
endof a rack when the’ leading edgethereof be 
comes ‘1- accessible“ through‘ the " end‘ chamber ‘26', 
andjfvicerversa; Als'o;,by‘- this‘ arrangement; the 10 
timejduringWhich‘the-‘door‘s 2 T are‘ kept open dur 
infgrthe" loading and unloading" is“grea-tly short 
en’edf > ' 

Each ofthetunnerunitsAtB; C, etc., is provided 
withiacompartmenti? which houses the vari- l5 
able-pitch, reversiblejblade' blower [4,1 the source 
0 heat l2, and,‘ wheredesirableg' a‘ humidi?er 513. 

_- Th‘e’compartment 50 5 is'providedi‘with- air-air ' inlet 
56 controlledbyiadjustable louvers 58, and-jacon 
trolled air exhaust 60. ' ' . , _ 20 

The=chamber ??i-communicates'at its top with 
‘ a: plenum, chamber-?ll'which' overlies the lanes l0 
andrl'?h- of the adjacent tunnelunit. , The/cham 
her-'50 ialso communicates vat ‘its-bottom with a 
compartment 65 ‘Which-underlies‘, and communir 25 
cates;with the interior-ofthe lanes H} and [0a. 

TheI air ‘ delivery ' by - the blowerjis ‘ selectively ' di 

rected;='byfmeans of turnihg’vanes 66 and 51,‘ into 
thel'iup‘per-ends of‘juXtaposed-‘~__ pairs of ‘vertical 
ducts-j?l'llandl 10,’ as shown‘bby'the arrows B9 and1 30 
‘H’, respectively. The-ducts‘BB and llliarepryovided 

. with»oppositely-facing; vertically-spaced ‘nozzles 
H} which; “extend substantially’ the entire ‘length 
of the drying chamber- and >‘whjich'direct- the dry 
ing' air» against the opposite sides of'thev objects 35' 
carried by5‘the racks I8; or'acr‘oss the-path of 
movement of 'saidiiobje‘cts; as‘shown by-the ar 

> It will be noted that each? of‘ th‘alanes- l0 and 

rectly from the main source so that the drying 
potential in these lanes'can be maintained- at sub 
stantially the same‘ value»; This; makes it pos 
sible; simultaneously; to dry as many objects, or 
as‘lmany series of'ob'jects "(having substantially: 45>" 

‘ the? same; drying‘ characteristics) ,as '' there‘gare 
'l'anes.‘ 
1velocity of the‘drying medium‘ from?‘ one‘lane?to 

Also‘, by’ varying} the-‘volume; and/or 

another, it is possible‘; simultaneously,‘ to dry ob 
jects ‘having di?erent dryingcharacteristics. , 

' In order to subject various portions ofjthe'ob 
jects 22, 23, etc., to the predetermined‘ drying 

' ‘alct'ion-‘of‘th‘e heatedfair 'as-itil'em'an‘ates from’ the 
" ‘nozzles, the" nozzles are’ slanted in‘ “the direction 
; of 1'movement of the‘iobjeets; as‘ diagrammaticallyf?a 

‘ shown'~in“Fig. 4"so that; as an object vprogresses 
past‘tlie‘tierl of ‘nozzles, diliféren‘t portions there 

‘ of drill be successively» exposed‘ {to the-direct blasts 
‘ oif'air‘ issuing from?’ the nozzles. For'example, as? 

' th'e'lobij ect 22 moves from-left-to right; successive-J > 60_‘ 
'alyehigher'portions‘sthereotwill‘register with; and 
will receive air ficmgsucce'ssiye, corresponding 
portions ‘of the Ijuxtaposed‘nozzles, until,‘ when the 

- ob‘j'ectllz 21 has reached its extreme right-hand-posh 
tionr; theit'op ofitlialobjectgwhich was'well-‘aldove 65 
the‘ highest‘ nozzle‘ portion as‘ it» entered'itheri dry 
mg, chamber,_ will" be‘ below- the' corresponding 

‘ nozzl'erlportion. Int-‘otherv Words," ther‘nozzles‘ are 
so? arranged relative ‘to the objects on the-‘racks 
f85that ‘successiveportions‘i'of “the obiectsI-are suc- ' 701i 

'ces's'ilvely subjected, but ‘{only I for relativelyiishort 
' p‘erio‘dscf time, to‘the direct'a'ction 10f “the air‘ as 
- ltr?ows?fromr-theinozzles; and pthereinaimingpor 
- tio‘nsa‘of‘ =1 the‘ object, for‘ theirest‘l" or‘- itsitrayel 
‘- through the, aparticularrdryingichamber? are-=;en-= ‘ 75:’: 

:50, 

veloped' by“ air, the drying potentialf'of‘ which‘has 
‘ been~reduced>byits 1 initial contact with various 
{parts of the --object. 

This arrangement‘plays an important partin 
preventing, or minimizing, cracking and other de 
fects which may result from conventional dry 
ing and, at the same time‘, by making for more 
uniform drying, permitsspeedingup of the'rate 
of drying. For example, if portions 3: and z’ of’ 
‘object 22 are subjected to the'vaction of airi'as it 
flows'from the nozzles during the'entire travel of 
the object through the’ tunnel, while other por 
tions>of the object are‘only subjected to the'dry—' 
ing' action of air ‘which hasalready come in con 
tact with the portions a? and’ z' of the- object,~the 
portions :1: and 2 will (a) dry more rapidly‘than 
the remaining portions; thus'setting up strains 
and’possible warping,‘ (b) dry'morefrapidly than 
corresponding interior portions,‘ thus causing 
‘cracking, and"‘(c) lose theirisurface- shrinkage 
water, thus breaking up the capillary action and 
retarding center-to-surface di?'usion'of residuary 
shrinkage and pore water: But, by‘ subjecting 
successive portions of the object, as it passes 
through a‘ drying chamber, and for brief periods, 
to thedryingairi asit emerges from the nozzles, 
and then‘ subjecting all parts of the object to the 
action-of the‘ di?used air, the di?iculties above set 
forth are wholly, .or at least’ to a great extent, 

' overcome. 

The nozzles" 74 may be'spaced-and slanted‘in 
the successive tunnel units; as shown in Fig. 4, or 
the spacing and slanting'may be‘almost in?nitely 
varied, as shown in Fig. 5', .for‘example, so as to 
‘adapt the distribution of the, drying medium‘ to 
the various shapes'of any num-‘ber'of different ob 
jects‘ having non-symmetrical contours. For 
example if the‘ object bulges out laterally, so that 

r r h 7, portions thereof are‘very close to‘ one or both of 
4 llmis'provi‘dedwitlritsown dryinglair‘supply di- 40, the corresponding nozzles, while other portions of 

th‘e'object recede and arerelatively remote from 
the corresponding nozzle, the ?ow of air‘will be 
regulated accordingly, either by omitting or par 
tially'or‘ wholly closingyanozzle or more at one 
point, and ‘by opening Wide, or by increasing the 
v‘si‘zei'or‘ number of'the‘ nozzles at another point. ~ 
This‘ can be donejby providing the nozzles With 
‘adjustable shutters82‘; as'shown‘ in Fig. 8, or‘ the 
nozzles can’ be built in‘ banks having diiierent 
arrangements (as to slanting and non-slanting, 
and‘as to size and‘number and'direction of noz 
zles)‘, and the banks of nozzles can be made bodily 

' removable so that, when dryinga job lot of one 
type of object, one set of nozzles'will be’ used, and, 
when drying a job lot‘of another type of object, a 

‘ different set of nozzles will be substituted. 
In the drying of certain types of ceramic and 

other objects, it may be necessary, ,or desirable, 
to humidify the drying air'so as to retard sur 
face drying While the temperature of the interior 
of ‘the object is being raised‘ to?a‘ value which will 
insure substantially’ uniform‘ drying of the ex 
terior and'interior‘ of the object. In such cases, 

. the‘ relative humidity maybe controlled, by vary 
ing the proportion of outside air admitted through 
the louvered inlet 56, or'the humidi?er-5t may be 

1 used’as'and‘ito' the extent indicated,‘ itbeing noted 
that; as the drying progresses, the relative 

' humidity-of ' the drying ‘ air'is ‘progressively low 
ered; - . 

While satisfactory drying “may be achieved by 
> themean-s thusyfar described, the invention-also 

- ' contemplates provision of‘ one’ ori‘moreapendant 
'“ nozzles i8; which‘mayl be“ used for directing Ihe'at 
=ed1aindirectlytoward theaupp'er surface ofitlrieaob 



ject 22 on the upper tray 28, aslbest shown in 
Fig. 3. The nozzles 18 may converge, vertically 
speaking, so as to direct the‘air delivered there 
through directly onto the top of the object, thus 
minimizing the interference of the downward 
blast of the nozzles v‘I3 with the horizontal blasts 
of the nozzles 14. The nozzles 18 are also prefer 
ably provided with adjustable louvers 82, like 
those shown in Fig. 8, vfor regulating the ?ow of 
air as may be desired. ' 

Since, as shown in Fig. 3, the air is delivered 
to the ducts'68 and 10 through the upper plenum 
64 and since all of the air delivered to a tunnel 
unit is withdrawn through the lower compart— 
ment 65, it follows that the lower portion of a 

,, single, vertically-extending object 22 and the low 
;er object 23 of a plurality of superposed objects, 
will be subjected to the drying action of the air 

: directed laterally thereagainst through the adja 
cent nozzles, as well as to the drying action of 
such air as was initially directed against the 
upper portion of a single vertically-extending ob 
ject 22, or against the uppermost object 22 of a 
plurality of superposed objects. In other words, 
an object near the lower portion of a tunnel unit 
will be subjected to the drying action of all of the 
air delivered to such unit, while an object near 
the upper portion of a tunnel unit is subjected 
only to the action of the air blown directly there 
against. When it is remembered that the air in‘ 
the upper portion of the tunnel is that which is 
delivered by the upper nozzles while the air is in 

I the lower portion is a mixture of the air delivered 
through the lower nozzles and the air which has 
already come in contact with the object 22 in the 
upper portion of the tunnel unit, it will be seen 

. that the drying potential in the lower portion of 
the tunnel unit will be di?erent from the drying 
potential in the upper portion of the tunnel unit. 
This condition is somewhat undesirable when two. 
superimposed objects 22 and 23 are being dried 
and is aggravated when a greater number of 
superimposed objects are to be dried simultane 
ously. Thus, if the racks l8 should be provided 
with three or more vertically-spaced trays, each 
of which supports one or more objects to be dried, 

' the differential between the drying conditions 
prevailing in the uppermost and lowermost por 
tions of the tunnel unit will be correspondingly 
increased. . 

In order to overcome this difficulty, the present 
invention contemplates intermittently reversing 
the relation or direction of movement of the dry 
ing medium relative to the superimposed objects 
in the various tunnel units. This is done by de-v 
livering air to one tunnel unit, horizontally, from 
nozzles in the vertical side walls thereof, and/or 
downwardly through nozzles in the top of said 
unit, and then withdrawing all of the air de 
livered to said unit through the bottom of such 
unit, as shown in Fig. 3, and by delivering air to 
another tunnel unit, horizontally, through noz 
zles in the vertical side walls and/or upwardly 
through nozzles in the bottom of such unit and 
then withdrawing all of the air delivered to said 
said other unit through the top thereof. 
For example, and designating the various tun 

nel units shown in Fig. 7 by the letters D, E, F, 
and H, it will be seen that, in the unit D, the 
blower it, turning vanes 66 and '61, the nozzles 
18, when used, and the heaters l2 are arranged, 
vertically, in the order shown in Fig. 3. In the 

- next unit E, the blades of the blower are reversed 
so as to blow air downwardly, and at least the 

. turning vanes 66 and 61, and the nozzles ‘I4 
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8 
are associated with the lower compartment 65 
so that it now becomes the plenum, and the upper 
compartment 64 will receive the return air. If 
desired, the heaters [2 may also be moved to a 
position between the blower and the upper com 
partment 64 as it is preferable to draw, rather 
than to push, the air through the heaters. In 
the unit F, the parts are again arranged, as in 
Fig. 3, and in the unit H, the parts are again 
reversed, the same as in the unit E and so on. 
By this arrangement, the ?ow of the drying 

medium is intermittently reversed, that is, down 
wardly past one or more vertically-disposed ob 
jects 22 and 23 in one drying chamber, or tun 
nel unit, and upwardly past said objects in an 
other tunnel unit, thus insuring more uniform 
drying of the upper and lower portions of a single, 
vertically-extending object and more uniform 
drying of a plurality of ‘vertically-spaced or 
superimposed objects. - 
In the drying of objects having complemen- ' 

tary, complicated and highly non-symmetrical 
contours, it may be desirable to rotate the objects 
being dried as they move through the drying 
chamber so as more e?ectively to expose the 
various portions of the objects to the drying me 
dium. For example, and as diagrammatically 
shown in Fig. 9, the racks [8 which support the 
objects to be dried, are pivoted as at 86, so as 
to be freely rotatable, and are provided with 
gears 88 which, as the racks l8 move through 
the drying chamber, engage a toothed rack'89. 
By this, or any other suitable means, the trays 
20 and 2| and the objects 22 and 23 thereon are 
rotated about vertical axes as they move horizon 
tally through the drying chamber or chambers. 
Obviously, with a slight change of the parts, 
the objects can be _made to rotate about horizon 
tal axes, if so desired. 
Having described the invention, what we claim 

is: 
‘ '1. The method of drying a ceramic object or 
the like which method consists in moving said 
object through a plurality of longitudinally 
aligned enclosures, discharging individual 
streams of a ?uid drying medium from opposite 
sides of said enclosures onto opposite sides of 
said object, exhausting said drying medium 
through the upper portion of one of said en 
closures, and exhausting said drying medium 
through the lower portion of another of said en 
closures. . 

2. A drying machine for drying a ceramic ob 
ject or the like said machine including an elon 
gated drying chamber, means for propelling an 
object to be dried through said chamber, and 
means for delivering individual streams of a ?uid 
drying medium horizontally from opposite sides 
of said chamber, there being an exhaust outlet 
near the top of one portion of said drying cham 

' her, and an exhaust outlet near the bottom of an 

.65 

70 

.75 

other portion of said chamber. 
3. A drying machine for drying a ceramic ob 

ject or the like, said machine including an elon 
gated chamber, means for propelling a plurality 
of superimposed objects through said chamber, 
means for delivering individual streams of a 
?uid drying medium from opposite sides of said 
chamber onto opposite sides of said objects, as 
they move through said chamber sections, there 
being a ?rst outlet opening near the bottom of 
one of section, through which said drying me 
dium is exhausted, whereby, as said objects move 
through said one section, the lower of'said ob 
iects, and the lower portions of the upper 01 
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said objects, will be subjected‘ to the action of 
the drying medium directed thereagainst, as well 
as to the action of the drying medium directed 
against the higher portion of said upper ob 
jects, there being a second outlet opening near 
the top of another section of said chamber, 
through which said drying medium is exhausted 
from said other section of said chamber, where 
by, as said objects move through said other sec 
tion, the upper of said objects, and the lower 
portions of the lower of said objects, will be sub 
jectedto the action of'the drying medium di 
rected thereagainst as well as to the action of 
the drying medium directed against the lower 
portions of said lower objects. . 

4. The structure recited in claim 3 together 
with means for supplying drying medium down 
wardly through the ?rst mentioned section and 
means for supplying drying medium upwardly 
through the second mentioned section. 

RALPH C. PARKES. 
DAVID H. COLKER. 
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